
midterm exam, the best prediction is that the student will get a lower grade than that
on the final. That’s because the 90 is above the student’s mean, so the likelihood is
that the next score will be less extreme. In formal terms, we say that the student’s
score is apt to regress toward the mean.

Regression effects provide an interesting perspective on performance following
rewards and punishment. Let’s imagine another high school student who has per-
formed poorly on a midterm examination. Her parents decide to punish her by tak-
ing her phone privileges away. If her performance improves on her final exam, should
her parents conclude that the punishment worked? Not necessarily. If the student’s
performance was below her average, then the best prediction we can make is that her
performance on the next test will improve.

A similar analysis can be applied to a wide range of events and experiences (Nisbett
& Ross, 1980). When crime rates are atypically high, cities take steps to reduce them;
when sales are unusually low, businesses attempt to boost them. If, later on, crime
rates drop and sales rise, we shouldn’t automatically assume that the measures have
been successful. Because extreme outcomes tend to be followed by less extreme ones,
the observed changes may well have occurred even if no steps had been taken. After
all, heat waves abate and dry spells end (otherwise they wouldn’t be called heat waves
and dry spells).

Misunderstanding Covariation and Correlation. In addition to predicting future
performance from past performance, people also commonly determine the association
between two or more variables. For example, they may ask themselves: Do blondes
really have more fun? Is honesty really the best policy? Do only the good die young?
Questions like these involve matters of covariation. To answer them, we must assess
the extent to which two (or more) variables go together, or covary. Both the scientist
and the naive scientist make use of covariation information when attempting to detect
causal relations.

Despite the importance of assessing covariation, research reveals that people often
exhibit a bias known as the illusory correlation. An illusory correlation occurs when
people overestimate the correlation between two or more variables. To see why this
occurs, consider the information presented in Table 4.11. Here we are testing the
hypothesis that the early bird gets the worm. We have sampled 25 birds and noted
whether they are early or late and whether they get a worm or not. Looking at the
data, it is tempting to conclude that our hypothesis is confirmed. Sixteen of the 25
birds (64 percent) fall into the early-bird-gets-the-worm cell. Yet the correlation
between the two variables is actually 0: 80 percent of early birds get the worm, and
80 percent of late birds get the worm; 80 percent of birds who got a worm were early,
and 80 percent of the birds who didn’t get a worm were early. In short, an early bird
is no more likely to get a worm than a late bird is.
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TABLE 4.11 Illustration of Judgments of
Covariation

BIRD
Early Late

Gets the Worm 16 4
Doesn’t Get the Worm 4 1
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